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12.2. LOCATING HEAVY-ATOM SITES

Fig. 12.2.1.2. The effect of introducing a heavy atom or anomalous
scatterer. The native two-atom structure gives rise to two diffraction
vectors (green and blue) of equal magnitude but different phase (see
Chapter 2.1), with a resultant diffraction vector FP (black). Isomorphous
replacement of the blue atom by the larger red one gives rise to a
diffraction vector of greater magnitude but equivalent phase (red),
causing a change in the resultant magnitude FPH (and hence the
intensity) and in the phase. Introduction of an anomalous scatterer
results in a phase shift (lilac) of the diffraction vector, resulting in
differing amplitudes and phases for FPH S and FPH S.

In order to obtain phase information from isomorphous
replacement (or from anomalous dispersion), it is necessary to
locate the atomic positions of the heavy-atom (or anomalous)
scatterers.
12.2.2. The Patterson function
Although the set of measured intensities contains no information
regarding the phases, the Fourier transform of the intensities, the socalled Patterson function, contains valuable information. Patterson
(1934) showed that the inverse Fourier transform of the intensity,
P
P uvw  1=V  I hkl expf 2i hu  kv  lwg,
hkl

is related to the electron density by
R
P u   r r  u d3 r:

Fig. 12.2.2.1. The Patterson map with symmetry. When the crystal unit cell
contains more than one molecule, then additional cross vectors will be
formed between differing molecules. If these are related by crystallographic symmetry, there is a geometrical relationship between cross
peaks. In this diagram, the peaks of Fig. 12.2.1.1 are supplemented by
those between atoms of symmetry-related molecules. The red, yellow
and blue peaks of the resulting Patterson function represent those
between same atoms (i.e. red to red, yellow to yellow and blue to blue)
related by symmetry. These peaks are found on a Harker section.

(2) For every vector between i ri  and j rj , the same value
(i.e. their product) is found for j rj  to i ri , and so the Patterson
map is centrosymmetric.
(3) For a structure consisting of n atoms, there are n n 1=2
cross vectors, and so the Patterson function is extremely crowded.
For simple crystals, the Patterson map can be used to solve the
structure directly. For macromolecular structures, the Patterson map
provides a vehicle for solving the phase problem.
If the crystal contains rotational symmetry elements, then the
cross vectors between i ri  and its symmetry mate lie on a plane
perpendicular to the symmetry axis – the Harker section (Harker,
1956). By way of example, the space group P21 has two symmetryrelated positions (Fig. 12.2.2.1),
x, y, z and

z:

Cross vectors between symmetry-related points will therefore
have the form
2x, 12, 2z,

The Patterson function P u is an autocorrelation function of the
density. For every vector u that corresponds to an interatomic
vector, P u will contain a peak (Fig. 12.2.1.1). These are some
properties of the Patterson function:
(1) Every atom makes an ‘interatomic
vector’ with itself, and
P
therefore the origin peak, P 0  2 r, dominates the Patterson
function. This origin peak can be ‘removed’ through subtraction of
the average intensity from I(hkl) before Fourier transformation.

i.e. all cross vectors lie on the plane v  12. For space group P21 21 21 ,
the general coordinates
x, y, z, x  12,

y  12,
x, y  12,

z,

x  12,

y, z  12,

z  12

give rise to cross vectors
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x, y  12,

1
2, 2y

 12, 2z, 2x  12, 2y, 12, 2x, 12, 2z  12,

12. ISOMORPHOUS REPLACEMENT
12.2.3. The difference Fourier
Once the heavy-atom positions have been found, they can be used to
calculate approximate phases and Fourier maps. Ideally, difference
Fourier maps calculated with phases from a single site should reveal
the other positions determined from the Harker search procedure.
This ensures that all heavy-atom positions correspond to a single
origin and hand. Similarly, phases calculated from derivative H1
should reveal the heavy-atom structure for derivative H2. Merging
and reﬁnement of all phase information will result in a phase set that
can be used to solve the structure.
12.2.4. Reality
12.2.4.1. Treatment of errors
Fig. 12.2.2.2. The vector superposition method. The Patterson map of Fig.
12.2.1.1 can be regarded as the superposition of the structure (and its
inverse), with each of its atoms placed alternately at the origin. By
shifting each peak of the Patterson function to the origin and calculating
the correlation of all remaining peaks with the unshifted map, it is
possible to deconvolute the Patterson function.

i.e. there are three Harker sections: u  12, v  12 and w  12. Peaks
occurring on the Harker sections must reduce to a self-consistent set
of coordinates (x, y, z), allowing reconstruction of the atomic
positions.
If we have two isomorphous (see below) data sets FPH and FP ,
then the difference in the two Patterson functions,
R 2
S FP2 S expf 2ir  Sg d3 S,
PPH PP  FPH

Until now, we have dealt with cases involving perfect data.
Although this ideal may now be attainable using MAD techniques,
this is not necessarily the usual laboratory situation. In the ﬁrst
place, it is necessary to scale the derivative data FPH to the native
FP . One of the most common scaling procedures is based on the
expected statistical dependence of intensity on resolution (Wilson,
1949). This may not be particularly accurate when only lowresolution data are available, in which case a scaling through
equating the Patterson origin peaks of native and derivative sets
may provide better results (Rogers, 1965).
A model to account for errors in the data, determination of heavyatom positions etc. was proposed by Blow & Crick (1959), in which
all errors are associated with jFPH jobs (Fig. 12.2.4.1); a more
detailed treatment has been provided by Terwilliger & Eisenberg

will deliver information about the heavy-atom structure. Such a
difference function gives rise to non-negligible peaks arising from
interference between the FH and FP terms, however (Perutz, 1956).
Rossmann (1960) showed that these interference terms could be
reduced through calculation of the modiﬁed Patterson function
R
PH  FPH S FP S2 expf 2ir  Sg d3 S:
In the case of a single-site derivative, peaks should occur only at
the Harker vectors corresponding to the heavy-atom position. Even
so, there is a choice of positions for the heavy atom: e.g., in the
P21 21 21 case, coordinates x  ,  y  ,  z  , where , 
and  can each take the value 0 or 1=2, will all give rise to the same
Harker vectors. This in itself is not a problem, relating to equivalent
choices of origin and of handedness, but has important ramiﬁcations
for multisite derivatives or multiple isomorphous replacement (see
below).
If there is more than one site, then there will be two sets of peaks:
one set corresponding to the Harker sections (self-vector set) and
one set corresponding to the difference vectors between different
heavy-atom sites (the cross-vector set). In this case, the choice of
one heavy-atom position xH1 , yH1 , zH1  determines the origin and
the handedness to which all other peaks must correspond. Thus, in
the P21 21 21 example, only one cross vector will occur for
xh1  xh2  , yh1  yh2  , zh1  zh2  :
An alternative to the Harker-vector approach is Patterson-vector
superposition (Sheldrick et al., 1993; Richardson & Jacobson,
1987). The Patterson map contains several images of the structure
that have been shifted by interatomic vectors (Fig. 12.2.2.2). If this
structure is relatively simple (as is to be hoped for in a ‘normal’
heavy-atom derivative), then it should be possible to deconvolute
the superimposed structures by vector shifts (Buerger, 1959).

Fig. 12.2.4.1. The treatment of phase errors. The calculated heavy-atom
structure results in a calculated value for both the phase and magnitude
of FH (red). According to the value of 'P , the triangle FP ---FH ---FPH will
fail to close by an amount ", the lack of closure (green). This gives rise
to a phase distribution which is bimodal for a single derivative. The
combined probability from a series of derivatives has a most probable
phase (the maximum) and a best phase (the centroid of the distribution),
for which the overall phase error is minimum.
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